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Burning BushSardius

Follow up activities:

Technology/Art

Design and create your own sandals from scratch.

Click on the link at the bottom of the page to view the next step in the process.

Or

Upcycle an old pair of sandals or flip-flops. Click on the link for some inspiration.

Science/literacy

Learn all about Wilderness/Desert biomes using the link below.

Complete a Star Organiser with Desert as the centre title. Label the other circles
with the subheadings from the site and include as much information as you can
recall under them.

Then write an Information Report. The subheadings from the website will make
good subjects for your paragraphs. Write the information in your own words. Use
the Information Report Helper on the following page.

Science/Technology

Watch this clip to learn how we get our honey.

Watch this clip to learn how we get our milk.

Tell someone what you have learned.

Geography

Go online or use library resources to find and locate: Midian, Egypt, and Mt
Horeb on the map provided through the link below. (Choose map of Egypt
comprehensive) Do you know of any other names Mt Horeb is known by?

http://kids.nceas.ucsb.edu/biomes/desert.html

https://www.worksheetworks.com/geography/africa/egypt.html

https://youtu.be/iT6IQx26eHk

https://youtu.be/KQh-J3QbJnQ

http://lunasandals.com/pages/how-to-make-diy-lunas-from-uncut-sheet

http://www.diyncrafts.com/6691/fashion/15-super-comfortable-flip-flops-sandals-can-diy

https://www.worksheetworks.com/miscellanea/graphic-organizers/star.html



Information Report
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Title:

Tells the readers what your report is
about.

Classification:

Briefly introduce your topic. You can
briefly introduce the subtopics that
will be covered in your paragraphs if
you want.

Description:

Using the information you have
researched, (see Research Helper)
make sure your information is
organised into paragraphs. The
sentences in each paragraph must all
relate to one subtopic.

Conclusion:

This can be a personal comment
about the topic of your information
report.

A diagram or image relating to your
topic may also be included.

The World's Wonderful Whales

These endangered mammals are the
largest on earth. Maybe if more
people knew about these amazing
creatures people will be more caring
towards them.

Paragraph 1

Sentences about different kinds of
whales

Paragraph 2

Sentences about migration, breeding
and diet

Paragraph 3

Sentences about different efforts to
protect whales from extinction.

(One space is usually left after each
paragraph)

So with your new knowledge about
whales, share it with others and
maybe together we will help save
the whales.

We write Information Reports when we want to present information on a
person, place, event, animal or object.

Language Features:

Timeless Present Tense. (whales swim...)

All writing is factual and does not express any personal opinions in the information
paragraphs.

Helpers


